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Final Comments Invited on Toronto’s IRRP

The IESO invites comments on the proposed recommendations to meet Toronto’s electricity needs over the
next 20‐year planning period. The proposed recommendations outlined in the attached document will form
part of Toronto’s Integrated Regional Resource Plan (IRRP). Feedback on the proposed recommendations is
due by July 25 and can be sent to engagement@ieso.ca.
Following discussions at the May 22 community engagement meeting, planning assessments have confirmed
that recent investments in the electricity system have had a positive impact on Toronto’s electricity needs for
the next 10 years and that now is the time to start a dialogue on how to address the longer term needs. As a
result, the proposed recommendations outline the need to:
1. Continue with implementation of the previous IRRPs
2. Maintain reliability by replacing end‐of‐life transmission assets
3. Maintain adequate supply capacity by planning to address emerging needs in the longer term period
More details can be found on the IRRP – Toronto engagement webpage including the presentation material,
recorded webinar and meeting notes from the May 22 community meeting which outlined the details leading
up to the proposed recommendations.
Your feedback will help to inform ongoing discussions and future planning for the Toronto region. Questions
to consider include:
 What additional information needs to be considered in these recommendations?
 Understanding Toronto’s longer‐term electricity supply needs (see May 22 presentation):
o What information is required to prepare for discussions related to longer‐term electricity supply
options for the next IRRP process?
o What other considerations should be taken to meet Toronto’s future electricity needs?
 How can the IRRP Working Group (including the IESO, Toronto Hydro, Hydro One) continue to
engage with the community as these recommendations are implemented, or to help prepare for the
next planning cycle?
Please reply to engagement@ieso.ca with your feedback or if you have any questions about these proposed
recommendations. Please note that should the need arise, the IESO will organize a webinar (next week) to
discuss the proposed recommendations and answer any additional questions.
Thank you for your interest in the development of the 2019 IRRP for Toronto.
Regards,
Susan Harrison
IESO Engagement
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++This email is being sent to all registered participants in the Integrated Regional Resource Plan – Toronto
engagement initiative as well as subscribers to receive Toronto regional planning updates.
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